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Bio
The Dalys, a family founded in 1963, designed Catherine Daly in 1966. She was introduced on January 28, 1967 (thus she is
an Aquarius), though her name and biography are continually expanded.
She is a fifteen year post-grad living in the center of Los Angeles, CA, USA, with her family surnames Daly and Burch.
Catherine Daly currently uses Olson twins hair glaze purchased at the 99 cents only store, while her sister, Elizabeth Daly,
exercises more discretion. While they started out wearing nothing, in the past 25 years, Catherine wears vintage or used
couture, while Elizabeth wears modish new clothes. They live a mile from each other, but 2,000 miles from their parents,
Dad Tom Daly and Mom Joyce Daly. Their Uncle and Aunt are nearby in Pasadena, and their great-aunt is near the Daly
parents. ("Kasia" is a nickname, and the source of the appellation is a maternal Polish relative, not a paternal Irish one.)
Kasia is about 20 apples high and weighs about the same as 50 apples, and she has type A+ blood. She is a cookie baker,
although her great aunt is a renowned pie expert and Kasia’s favorite snack is dark chocolate. Like her mother, she sort of
plays the piano. Her favorite color is red; her favorite school subjects are english, math, and music. Kasia has a lot of
acquaintances.
With Elizabeth and childhood friend Therese Heimbold, Kasia became acquainted with small items such as coin purses with
Kitty on them around the bicentennial, in central Illinois.
"Why doesn't Hello Kitty have a mouth?"
"Hello Kitty speaks from her heart. She is Sanrio's ambassador to the world who isn't bound to one certain language."
Why does Catherine write? She published DaDaDa with Salt Publishing in 2003; that trilogy has now become the first
portion of a long project entitled CONFITEOR. Tupelo Press published Locket in 2005.
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equal sign caret period period caret equal sign
equal sign SHIFT + 6 dot dot SHIFT + 6 equal sign
translations of =^..^=

The Secret History of the Equal Sign
Barrett Watten
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Hello Phantasm
“I was beat, incomplete”
Madonna, Like a Virgin
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Ogle
plenty of pages
to color, to use
o oo o
Love, She Comes in Colors
o

o

oo

black & white
boundaries

color outside

the contiguous, contagious
next to my lips
reduce risk
she has no mouth
stoa

mum

sore

O
she is a flower

her flower fairies

garden

of slumberland

framed

shad flower
sea flyer Thumbelina
Follow, my love, come over the strand –
… faire flower of Northumberland
eyes

forums, villages

grid
dawn of perspective
Cartesian coordinate system
Durer and the mandolin

Man Ray and the violin

Durer and the reclining nude

f hole
stop
.
she has no mouth

you’ll have your park
will

off the grid
garden
Eden, need
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girls’ league

seed

20,000

fish, octopi

out of my occupied occipital
spectators cheer
up the tree

heart

“hang on, Friday’s coming”
rescue
four-eyes

librarian

every player leads
plastic
uses

paper flowers

books

=^..^=
she reads fairy tales
divines
whois the word
who read
she?

who is in print, taken

in, seen that way,
reduced to letters allowed
aloud
based on translation (portal to the realm) under the moon
light

noon

of wonder
serve reader
kneel
perfect book
Sailor Moon
sail on, sail on harvest moon

and tart

Satan and the Schoolgirl
Constantinople
the female equivalent of
Asia Minor

harem
eunuch
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scrub off the spray-on
henna

temporary

hemp

temp
tattoo

tat for tits

a task
Occam’s innovative design

“gets medieval on your…”

<and then>
<she is recognized>
worth
fit

for a …

a gem at her throat

lost in the fervor

sign up

forever

she wasn’t wearing…
jewels

blue abyss

WordStar

emulation
sim
“working harder”
keep in

on pages, screens

preceded by “bad”
=^..^=
between a phantasm’s magic
image

antic anime

Love Potion No. 9

does Vine go through to 34th?

she is a far out astronaut

“welcome to the control room”

leading virtual community
rocket ship
rides “upon your mystery ship”
she is an alien

landscape with an other

Her Martian Friend
definition
handsome prince, one kissing
is he all shout?
it

quaquaversal
out

stain
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prince leading

artist formerly known

silence
play

get the led(ding) out

about as educational as television
infomercials
scenery, blocking
seats like teeth

fan mail word games sell cereal
in secret code

as opp. to coda

(scary… secret

prize

ring
=^..^=
imagination concentration
visualization
computer graphics, peak performance

and the laws

un-version control
find what’s different
tell me how to get
which one of these things
free printable color
a color collection
live shows
adapted regional versions
picture to picture

Station to Station

which situations
which shapes

cookie cutters

places of lines
numbers, rhymes
information she makes
imagination

inside the lines
outside the box

she doesn’t have a box

“the box”

no inside
or stuffed

“When inspiration strikes, use that energy to make something. Create a work that gives other people something to
think about.”
new toys

phantasms

“kitties”
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semaphores

programming constructs

lookup

ghostlier demarcations

cubism is coloring (sober)
squares, term papers, Georges Braque
a grid inside
declare two things
a complex, ex., a doll within a doll
pockets, snaps, compartments, zippers
=^..^=
flower-starred frame
grass, bathing in streams
rectangular, next interstellar border scalloped
so retro
paint the invisible city
spilled, dwelling for listening
oremus

spill imagination
without utterance single ejaculation pray

a need to tell, ask, confess
let us

assume

her friends are artists

are our Sargasso Sea robots are our friends
navigate here, portrait of not very loud sounds
facts of noise

Hounds

of a friend agreeable ride to, steer
match
kids with toys
no peasants in nursery school
kindergarten serfs
gestures / action
too much a lady to make those arm-farts
if you’ve ever been a lady
Luck Be
loud
the path to the
beach is a

barking dogs
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winding
garden path
sited
statuary
not content
but supplies
not her art but
a painting of Her
her in

Princess

Bride

a museum

find one’s way through spilled paint

chance
milk

chance

maze

follow the reward
rat

milk paint

emulsion egg varnish

capture accident

tempera

accent
twin
not pencil but brush
not breakfast but brunch
a pen in the box
both tools
her mark, permanent
connect the dots,
trace
lines
to reward, result
snack

peckish? finicky?
finical cat finial

particular, peculiar
daily, heightened, personal
=^..^=

final
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a rebus of chicks and fishies
loaves and
pages to paint
nail polish, chip brushes
lip gloss—no
nail polish did this to me
brandy
brand

product placement
coin purse

draw onto the stage perform
she is a person
kitty
in the image, too
(-ine, -ess, without a future)
a hole in the middle
my bucket
think of silly words
sillabub pared and sliced

very thin

adjective with its dj
what is a silly

deejay

spin and scratch

chart

week, day, dime

bore

day old daytimer

e-consultant
old-timer

can’t say
scratching post

perfect silly

can she write a coded message?

bud
turn the alcohol ad upside down

“if by whiskey”
she is culinary

upsy daisy

dietician ethical buzz
stand mixer

tasting menu

how does she?
take it

kooky

icebox cookies
what is a treat

she bakes

trick

bruits it about

ooh, whisks

aesthetic of unnecessary gadgetry
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to make fluffy challah
inside sweet

outside shellac

swing low or salty
she shops to consume
invests

awkward

food

and makes

cakes

edible books

imagination

frosting kit

she doesn’t know
what you like to eat
she is yummy
waitress
what we scream for
what is served
=^..^=
“to lips!” trip the light fantastic
haste, ye, nymph
hie ye
ho
at a dinner party
earth to witness

satori

for the universe
“that toddlin’ town”
not like the old york
yorktown yankton dancing
can-can
wear no pants
ladies’ dress
bon soir
of the evening
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serenade tour
Scot free, I love you
someone’s windows in the evening, yours
eyes

“thinking about my doorbell”

gates
cats in heat
cats on canals
Venice, venial

slink

Nice, English walk on the Azur side
azure flow'rs … blowspin from disambiguation
tour

tourist

wild

tourism

to look, one who, the industry of observation
cog in the machinery of looking, looky-loo
turn heads
kit and caboodle
kitty city
catty cabbie
a guest appearance (visual concepts)
as opp. to zoo
we feature many
large collection

collage

zoot
“wild cat”
riot to retain violent
penchant, chat
“blood thirst”
hep-cat

terms meaningless

nose to nose
who knows (what)
hybrid object mixes familiar domestic typologies

half-rug half light
ladder

naming rights

rung
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find a world, an animal
who loves furry
interactive realm
recommendations and comments welcome
suggestion box
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View
the mass-market product greets you, “Hello Phantasm”
consumer

illusion
audience

buyer
reader
pleasure she offers is illusory
standardized mass media
responds to false needs
culture creates
crates

Socrates

Hi, buy me
Case. Memory. Motherboard. Floppy. Monitor. Network Card.
“play in the wheel”
spoke to me

spoke illusion

I identified
my name on it

bespoke

motion aftereffect
what’s in a…
puddy tat

she called my name
mind’s relationship logically explained: mathematics, language, conscious-ness
the name kitty creates idealism
tunes to technical details
restricts spontaneity
creates frustration

You desire your life to be orderly, systematized.

buying is an article
of faith
further exhort imagination
“seen” no physicality, no hypostatization
hospitalization? not sick, not well, not…
see information [that which I don’t make] makeless
pages mottled, camouflage prints, signatures
ray traced
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neither require desire at this idle
lip service mouth
kitty’s story: flowers fail
here find…

facts

gift delivery to water city
the familiar insects
another miracle farm
flower and gift delivery to bee city
ladybug, ladybug (poor) is urged to go home!
ladybug, ladybug
house is on fire
children on the run
“except for Ann / under the frying pan”
from the… into the…
suffragette city
flower wallpapers, screensavers, faux finishes, hotbars, desktop themes, rubber stamps
and supplies
join us

turning siamese

in the park or in the forest, cute kitten equivalent to food’s weight
monkey bars

import

Montgomery Wards no more Field’s
Bemelmans Bar

cookies

with her friends and imagine
imaginary (friends)
“to us”
imagineer
silhouetted player logo
Kitty
League
imaginary line
drum line

any number of them

20,000
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square root of 2 and the like
transcendental

light fantastic trip

are u simple enuf 2B complex
visual

orthogonal

faces kite-shaped
deltoidal icositetrahedron
geometric
cleromancy
lots mean similarly to objects
position
superposition
the cat “tells” the differences among
shows

conflict

theory and observation
critical of interference
kitty all eyes, all eyes on kitty

she

dead and alive

can’t tell us

the dead don’t speak either
hello phantasm
and you thought science continually eliminates the supernatural
here, kitty
tantalizing string, narrative
appeal of tangled, contained
caught up

and container
mercy

mouthless like a hood

a bag of cats means death

exchanged, intelligible

forcibly restrained, “free”

to become a cheerleader

to be you and me

but she is

sexual de-programmed

cute

perpetual pep squad

hall

ditz

lined with lockers, hooks
geek

locker room universe

transpose the inverse

polymath

opposites mean alike

inverse

attract

perverse
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hypothetical war inhabitants

enemy alien

martian car merch floor mats deodorizers
geochem
default identity

those extra—other—add-ons
in culture, pop

pathfinder, exegete
See a list of terms used in these activities adjectives
loony stars

songs

When you wish

differential parts
Figure words clues represent.
powerful universal viewing software
integral
numbers racket: how many bones? average lifespan? That’s all, folks.
how watering flowers traces a path
narrative
through them
does sustenance yield beginning & end?
amazed start & finish
going back is easier
can’t go back
an end to sweet illusions
to what? dry?
put through a process
patrol the path of letters
thread art
find her way back
what is generalized?
who is this cat?
hep
hooray
prepare backstage to perform
as lead, principal dancer
rescue fantasy
dreamy costumes
filmy
(exotic)
who is on the proper site of that exchange?
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imitate gestures, pronunciation, utterance
hypocrisy
read stories of intrigue, suspense
shrouded in the mystery

lost

learn or order
forbidden thoughts
see the world

sail the sea

three sailors came to see, see, see
sea, saw
join the Navy

IRS

tetragrammaton

INRI

in god we trust

program history, an area about
the latest news, physics laws
and gravity cease (to exist)
search more than one galaxy for words
a fool’s errand

searching for memory

humiliation practical purpose
for the non-speaker what?
not martians, new territories denizens
read the right version of “space”
enact transition
letter form to value or meaning
use something more useful than lines,
more permanent than waves
what’s behind

click

text
example
fly
skull
kill craft, skulky, sulky
“knowledge and experience”
not expertise
parallels examine
contrarianism

den, lounge

and estates
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matched set

set match

downloadable paper
product sets

match

mainly principal guidance regarding
real poker seer
[but no response
is she perished?
folded
out?]
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Discretionary
just give me some kind of sign, girl
Brenton Wood
The Cat Who Says Hello
Jump to navigation land on mousepads
travel by vessel
traffic
jump

pause

her
as soon as the ice melts

She is no stupid cat! floe
astute, obtuse (oblique)
It might have spelled design disaster
flowers stand in water
pennies in the vase, do not prolong
luck
…lily is the common name
what the worker uses (to make…)
ruled over
make not
diviner to give…
=^..^=
draw more creatures than you want
draw and color flowers the way bees see flowers
knees
we learn valuable lessons from fascinating creatures kneel

kneeler

prie dieu, Please, Please Me, Love Me Do
the novice strode to the carved prie-dieu set apart
the gold bell used in orisons

whistles

be my sins remembered
she prays silently, kneels
bed without curtains, four armchairs, and a couch covered with velvet composed, with a prieDieu, all furniture.
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a need to tell, ask, confess
in two places: photos, drawings.

the photographer made excellent portraits

a fetish of the ideal
“If a bee on the flower,” Barrett noted, “I'd draw its

position…”

Five Little Bees buzz away
Ladybugs
generosity, innocence, kind-ness and importantly…
She would sell them and the curriculum for her ladybug workshops.
she dat gib me da ladybug!
the friendly ladybug challenges her
wants

to beat

her

crawls on the toys
exclaim, declaim, decontaminate
=^..^=
flower frog
garden lovers club
Flower Divider. Purple Flower Blooming EVALUATION
chance to be

friends

a spell on her

would be like

Screamin’ Jay Hawkins
grew up with
go out for drinks with friends and talk about men
inventive ideas for crazy
a woman authors her own life, exerts, initiates,
“I want that”

she would say if could say

uses her friends as fill-ins between relationships
She's making the car trip in memory
Do you have a car? sales opportunity
long hours on transport

gadgets kill time

Do you have the accessories you need?
only she reclaims the word

sales opportunity

boy toy
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not a closed system, one where rhetoric
I was surprised to hear from her
expression

duplicity
duplication
twinning 2
Minnesota

she remains in the background of goings-on
utters the titular line surrounded
She “mailed it in”

filled out her form

those questions …lit searching while trying to be internal
her role contradiction

underperformed

mix the words and try again
choose another topic
different themes: Pokemon, states, candy
pocket monster
Search across, down, back, up. Hard Search
Matching, flashcards, concentration, free trial. Customize
activity, email it to a friend
in
=^..^=
brand-new
the hottest, she's queen literally minutes after coming on The Extreme Scene
flowing style on the breathtaking mountain peaks she rides
snapped her up—the future
I myself am a writer for an online extreme new source.
She likes it. It reminds her.
She likes to bone up.
She likes different categories.
Imagine she sings our song.
So I like taking her, as you can imagine. It’s our thing
not linked to her work, she developed
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... also embarrassing he had read her Panoramic Portrait and likes the idea...
everywhere she went when she was 16, to be able to read bits
read to know the world. Curious.
Imagine this woman's fatigue, the anger she feels,
invited to swinging London in 1966
...walks in the middle of the street when she’s coming home late
frivolous to care about what she might prefer. ...feed—is like the desire to read or, more precisely, to read
some other
she swings her office chair to face
the keyboard

imagination in overdrive

neighborhood
=^..^=
come home from work one day to find your
significant other
fill in the blanks with your own ideas and then read
appropriate lines

not silly words

suitable situation IS
seize the, make one’s property
“build to suit”
arrogate arrogant
commandeer

command

steer cyber cultural pedagogy

pictorial collections of cultural institutions
A template-based WYSIWYG web site design tool. Functionality extended
through installing plug-ins
player is a language and network
robot control
server
stage simulates population mobile robots
2D equals fantasy

film
stag

online product purchase

discreet

components and features, as well as a full theatre
=^..^=
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Pink Castle some distance from the village
fascinating urban fantasy
the house she occupies perfect without her
her copy of I Capture the Castle among bits of Lego
I will never surrender the castle,
the rambling splendor of Sleaze
She-ra Kay Princess of Power. A Kitten's Prayer.=^..^=
I've trapped her
legs, she's tucked in tight. Here I pass the night.
I am
'Queen'
She and Princess play for hours. When she got back she was horribly
abused. She stood at the shower opening
closing curtains when the princess bathed
she was a princess and would like to get warm
kittens don’t get wet drowned
with their tongues, clean
tongues are muscles
what do tongues mime?
“We shall see if she’s a princess,” thought the queen without uttering a word
posturing
descriptions and bookmarks
professional
confessional rights produce
cosplay
sodaplay: home of creative play
usurp

syrup

sugar

current Loader denotes the current class’ defining class loader
The specified class loader loads the class or interface
used to load
domestic and international. Free registration.
See who is listed. Subscribe, pay fees to send personal messages
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use
Question. Set your price. Get your answer
scientific evidence supports Genesis’ account
and a short chronology.
—major Apologetics—
=^..^=
treasure chest of jewels
pirates hid
shiver me
trembling back from the seashore with their shells
the trunk held her meager treasures
these old photographs
the rare Turkish stamp the collection’s crown
a lavish reception crowned the event
a word magician
May I say a word?
She kept it
“Retreat.”
spaces between words
she has no space there
mouth
need for space asserts itself
Battleships rode at the estuary’s mouth. The final outcome rides on the results. Let the matter ride. Don't ride the
clutch.
Ghost Riders in the Sky
I was supposed to meet her, but I spaced out.
don
Why put on that outfit?
Antihistamine spaces me out.
Linguists star unacceptable sentences
=^..^=
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controlled stock market trading
revision control
reprographics
imaging print management
controls the flow
go with the

procession

prerogative
struggled to control my temper
the fire
through analysis
free in-depth research cycles
lost control
submitted

a form

a suggestion

into the box

the leaders in control of the country
out of control
=^..^=
pottery reveals craft
terra cotta
press

he pawed her
it falls from the building, kills

transmits
cuneiform
issue a new uniform
=^..^=
the hostess provided lunch for all the guests
served
supplied sheets for every bed
=^..^=
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How he got in is a mystery.
woman in the photograph is a mystery,
a landscape with mystery and charm
mysteries of Freemasonry
York, Scottish
cooking mysteries

overheated perorations

who done / it?

spicy, exotic

bets, birds, bids (risks)
game

picture reflected in the lake
lake reflects sky
an abrupt heterojunction
oh yeah
focused the picture on the movie screen
herky jerky
a movie: a series of images projected so rapidly the eye integrates
they went to a movie
a movie plays
the events left a permanent impression
the film was shot on location
film of place
movie palace
lace and arsenic
a Shakespearean picture of guilt
Danish
She's the picture of her mother
dominated by love
her mother’s picture
of herself
face rendered with tender-ness
small painting
in fragments since the Reformation
investment painting
aura of profit without value until sold
pictured in glowing language
exchange
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their wedding pictures
mental picture of her assailant
no picture of herself or her world
the very picture
the author gives a depressing picture of life
on the scene
tract
the pamphlet contained brief characterizations
the dictionary had pictures
a picture of discretion
opposite hope, speed; prosperity, not thrift
she was the picture of despair
mortification of the flesh
“I was mortified”

pinched
privation

privatized

infinite delay
genius sign
slow connection
low bandwidth
I can't imagine her on horseback

nude

bareback
foresee
I can foretell what will happen for miles and miles
I can see a risk in this strategy prophecy
against sense, emergent symbol
googlemancy
=^..^=
“childhood regained at will”
No minors are eligible.
They're just playing.
play around the edges
any orifice
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taunt, tickle, tease, tempt
make desire
for the mass-media product
internal and external
(diffuse without a whole)
about
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The band plays.
boys in the
and in the boys

Big Band

to beat the band
all night long.
hottest lyrics
replay

more than an instrument
doom

She played the third movement
Noise is released as industrialism meets commotion.
the lute
this old recorder
request my favorite record(ing)
The company played Detroit
beat Michigan
product now necessity
guzzler
no opening in the muzzle
Let's play her at first base.

Minnesota Twins

What’s her first base?
no foul
It was done in play.

do-overs
TwinTone

time-out resumed
Quit playing games and tell me what you want.
She can’t.
She drew plays
this required a maneuver.
her offer was still in play
stock
play of the imagination
which stage?
oral…
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they made a futile play
a bid to gain attention
utility of play

product placement
use value

rain stopped
impulses
talent

celebrity endorsement

colors shimmer, iridescent feathers
between cat’s paws between pause
| |
light on the water

scales

all hands and _____
foot in _____
he became a figure of fun
shooting his mouth off
this figure doesn’t talk

trash

action figure
it was all done in play
their frolic in the surf threatened to become ugly
heavy play
preferred
many important matches
upsets
factors played a part
“Clearly something was passing.”
The students recreate alike.
play like I am mimmy
she is
all her money
backhand a piece of my _____
my queen
Charlie likes to play Mary.
I used to play with trucks.

dark horse
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cards close to the chest, cards to play before conceding victory
games on their opponents
ran

tapes

speech didn't play well

over and over again
remarks played to suspicions
peanut gallery

word-of-mouth
tide of discontent
=^..^=
draw the flowers she waters
flower
goblin
market
buying: seasonal flowers
Snake Mouth

flower in his mouth
gun

without competition, no two, no siblings, no rivalry
chivalry
mime and reality
they were driven from the marketplace
the market frustrates
before they publish any book they try to determine the size
meat market

meet & greet

new line of beauty products
mouth-watering

lip plump

all mouth and hair
Amish go marketing
no zippers or buttons
a search incident forcing object from mouth
a reasonable search conducted showing
premises
document of gift or other information
cause

(stringent, required) investigation

reasonable-ness

search determined
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balancing the need to search against the invasion searching entails
border search
linked to the war

on terror

“search authority”?
a thorough search

nothing

clamps down

optimized zeroes in

targeted
how tight?
lipped

chat market

skeptical
“think about things” meant “give these things a thought on occasion” & “meditate on these things often” and much,
much more
outcome justified

doubts and warnings

problematic in and of itself
makes herself heard without mouth-to-mouth
they wrote a program for a table lookup
search for moves
for clues
we looked all day and found
the perfect gift
fine crystal, big, wide smile
dour kitty
dower
not have swallowed it”

“if she could have forced herself to cut off a small piece and put it into her mouth, she could

found her in a bad state
badlands, bad
-ness
Can she conceive of him, with him, him, a he?
He didn't think to find her.
She is angry at me for standing her up.
while men generally dominate, women make up the most stirring things
They picked the field
pluck string

page

theory from the bones, choose life, choice cuts
clean

do not compost

fight despair

licked _____

fingers

not prime
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pick me, pick me
My pocket was picked.
She

had to

he was my pick

pick at her food.
I’m finicky

avoid being a mark
fortunate choice
take your pick

your fantasy

She picked her successor. Her way.
the cream
a pick

and a kick

picks and sledges
set an illegal pick
pushing off/away
dropped by
“the honey dropped: but no man put his hand to his mouth”
“a visit to the dentist”
We went to see. Ever visit?
Every summer, we visited.
shot the breeze
Let it ride.
casino games strategy java
casino ride ride play valid protocol values
high in the night sky
don't ride me so hard

razz

Ship rides at anchor brain wave patterns
this skirt keeps riding up
it is normal for testicles to rise
total body response non-simultaneous
I took this course of action against my will. We willed the sun to come out. They will appear later. People will talk.
Memory is not an aid to working under constraint. The messenger is ringing. We should encode the message for
security reasons.
The code is marked “read-only.”
How much code does it take for a bubble sort?
The code is loaded at the high end of RAM.
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Drop a match and the whole place will explode.
mimmy in the park with her doppelganger
The two stories don't agree in many details. The handwriting checks
paw print
with the signature on the check. The suspect's prints don't match those on the gun.
This fact’s coupled to the other one. She was paired with a partner for collaboration on the project.
on the team also or opposite

identity

there’s no I

pieces with numbers identify them later
their shared friends
The stage is her life.
their shared audience

whose primacy

phantasm

we are transitioning revising or rejecting ideas
at what stage are social sciences?
clambered up onto the stage
a long kiss by two contemporary stage actors
set the stage for peaceful negotiations
what you need for indoor

sports
water

secrets

can’t swim

confession

breathe

The secret of this dish is in the sauce.
surreptitious mobilization

preparing for a sneak attack

select and use consultants

mercenaries

keep arrangement confidential consensual
the combination to the safe
technology insertion how?
into the room

see the decorations

The new play draws.
veins don't draw

flues do
chimney
stack

The players drew, ended in a draw.
they drew lots

draw and stud

no wilds

why
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What do you make of remarks?
retract
an elaborate plan of attack
designed to trap fully-fledged
fellow participants in the experiment, you
and I
deliver an ultimatum
“The occasional broadside may attract somebody's attention.”
the relevent party gives you what you want
in the old days, in clouds unmelodious
odious
fairylike, anonymous, bereft
His eyes over her body. Her fingers along the carved figurine. Her hair through his fingers, a tie, the material after it
was washed.
He kept handing me a line. The substance produced characteristic lines on the spectroscope. The line stretched clear
around the corner. The letter consisted of three short lines. I can't follow your reasoning.
His entire lineage—he's not in my line
of communication.
She was humming an air.
hum job
lined books endure
The Rosetta stone was a providential archaeological find. I looked up number. Found out in the end.
=^..^=
I am accumulating evidence

any hazard

of her unfaithful-ness

forget, then embrace the future

not an article of faith about her
She’s amassing data for her thesis.
She lettered
sheltered was
phony spell of letters

it’s all about the O

he followed instructions to the letter
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put life back
into my coat, helping a scarred old table
I can't help myself—the sad spectacle
mind and emotions auxiliary to each other
our only answer

for actions

to correspond; match that description.
=^..^=
We find this gift idea
the gift of second sight
omnivision
I happened upon a photovore
logic

tech

chanced upon the library’s worth
detected proof, words or phrases taken randomly
got hold of rebel ideology
discovered potential abilities
received, regained control of herself. She found her voice and replied quickly.
control room
resolve

custom
customer

automation
automaton

mode (modular)

lies
virtual library
a circus of the senses
to join the circus

of books

the occasion had a carnival atmosphere.
Get the result.
She played nervously with her wedding ring. Don't fiddle with the
thumb
screws.
oh and her wedding happiness
mine? not a double?
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scotch
plaid
mimmy likes to sit in her garden
her twin’s
and tell her sister she’s a plant
her sister recording
she isn’t, she’s a cat
Kit-Cat
The suspect answers given answer my question.
Did you expect a personal response?
The opponent replied with her own.
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Mime
“ma semblable, ma soeur!”
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In It
multipurpose extensions for letter exchange
odds on against the
internal demands at odds with external demands
hey! mitts off!

use your imagination!

of the mass-media product
parasitic dependence on the source

action and spectacle

find the twin sister mimmy, mime this mimesis
fellow celebrity

culture creature

beyond glitz and glamour

duality

Katzenjammer

Hans und Fritz

sickle and hammer
kids waiting for a lucky break

spank

Fame
re/member my na/me
Grum/man/s / Man/ns whatever
Chinese
theatre
paw concrete

analogous to counting computer

cement
she has no fingers
claws

prints in the clay Mexican pavers—rats?

punches like John Wayne
restaurateur, developer, airport
fingerless gloves, sir, [name]
common property
genes
lights and names
space?
[your name here]
Hello
my name is…
occupy space
she can’t hide her body
what do you call yourself?
what do you have to say for yourself?

machine
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a name without naming
(female)
without choice
voice
enabling employment
in the maw, the everything
silent, closed, contained
and the container

book, page

the frame around the real illustrates it’s unreal
deigesis impossible no outlet
but only imagination

plastic form

pointed at, not told, not used

I had a dream
montage deferred
blunt expression alienates

others

awkward to express yourself with finesse and diplomacy
others find it difficult to understand
remark the one who
slips

tongue

tongue the stake

slips and pockets a toy

rocket

The book rocketed to the top.
make believe

imitation imagination

selected from the continuum real results
giving bounds
make belief
manufacture
manumission

surf’s up

little leatherbound
book
in her lap
in chiffon, sitting in a shaft of light
all the parts of Emma Bovary not in the book
o
music
emissions nocturnes
delicious recollections
dance

o

oo
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with a beautiful body who seduces and punishes her kitty. She knows how to snap desire, materialize unrelenting passion
shibari; I will make you cohere
pieces incorporated into necklaces, crowns, tiaras, diadems, bracelets, and earrings
no tongue, no hall for making

echoes
within

sculpt
open it anywhere—and on that page
Betty

ie

Kitty

ies

(not anywhere—to any page)
need to know
the woman’s body yours
with no whole, only whole
mummee or mimmy

free, “out of body experience”

I’d like to meet you on the astral plane.
intensely focused on what remains when you have duplicate identity
reproduced
no mouth, no hands

the ability to lick oneself all over

want / intend? to know versus to seek out?
chance
can find?
the corporate machine shelters, renders moral choices—
simplistic sf to the end

sex

ritualized relationship

always in the machinery
secondary sexual characteristics a site of disease (breasts, balls)
kitty and mimmy have a gender but no sex
diminutive
mouth as a site of disease
Mom’s tooth decay hurts baby
mouthing at you
less clean than a dog’s
they lick everything
hairball
avoid touching your mouth
cover your mouth

a cat’s?

taken away
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the universe’s treasures on sale... bought them marked down and the Princess examined the jewels, amazed...
universe a single gem...
Sectarian Scruples
Narratives and Framing: Construction
Book of Books
limitations

treasured memory judgmenta

crucial to a role

her part was the captive princess grieving amid her... answer, to feel after her secret

tendrils against Siegfried’s chest
a piece of embroidery the princess worked; a red cloth called the looking-glass... made and colored by women…
carved sweetmeat molds
treasure on display... spent... clothes for the new wife... family jewels that were not... legend was a princess,
portrayed... process
everybody loves expense
crown jewels
other metals became fashionable
Scenes from classical mythology as subject matter
masks

hit or myth

an overnight fashion sensation
of her face mythical beauty

phantastic

none of her tiaras, watches, rings, pendants, bracelets, brooches or famous pearl necklaces on display
under her official cloak, as she walks crowned and holding the royal mace
a diamond and platinum tiara from the collection...
Sarabi
a queen commissioned a copy of her crown and it was given to an American
“What's the question?” dental clamps, a silver crown of thorns
the cat in question was that mouthless icon of devotion
buying everything from trinkets and charm bracelets to pearls
It's no holds barred. Childlike brooches were sighted on the catwalk.
the world in Pantagruel’s mouth
somewhat tongue in cheek ...
a fan mailed a crossword puzzle, with a request to find slang
expression
I love to cook, but can’t eat
the tongue’s a roof, a protection
projected
language doesn’t negotiate reality, doesn’t make value
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it protects from nature, which it makes—tempers environment
yet “it” shapes “that”
mimesis masochism mime
caught in the mirror
imbedded
only gesture
Compose lines for a “person,” real or imaginary, dead or alive
wanted
to speak under circumstance
at the barriers
given: fitting speech to character to speaker to circumstance
visions of a closed body
without some sameness
difference’s chaos
writing about a cartoon cat hasn’t mentioned ______
wanting milk
Felix has a mouth, Scratchy, Garfield, Tom
Sylvester lisps

and prey?

sidemouse
Watt
uniqueness emphasized the possibility

fear

the importance of the version

of decay
Don’t fear the reaper…

each version differs

unknown
phantasm

we lose reality

twins

and twins! I love twins!
Coors commercial
head toward the line
examine digital images of the finish—including the published image
full story exclusive... growing portion of the product mix
invitation to far-reaching liquidation
vitiation
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Babble
solo
o. me imperfect music
sound and virgin, default
which note to use?
o her tone love who enters
the eye of flower drum song wheel
“by me that's great!”
her flower, elegant, in the bush
refined to grow

wall candy
ear candy

neck … candy?
bell
how does she consume
produce
silver bells

bell the cat
peal

petals

in the city

ring-a-ling Ringling
“do not dawdle under the several huge paintings”
peel

eyes

holiday style
cockles

of my heart,

pretty maids
pretty maids
pretty maids
jolies bonnes
jolies dames de nettoyage
jolies femmes de charge
in latex?
tight short black dress, crinoline like so many petals
and legs…
draw the flower,
and she’s the bee

“pantaloon”
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a sting not a bite
stinger not an o
=^..^=
Quiz

aesthetic obedience to disposability

Has he lost his mind?
Can he see or is he blind?
Can he walk at all,
Or if he moves will he fall?
Is he alive or dead?
Has he thoughts within his head?
We’ll just pass him there
Why should we even care?
Black Sabbath, Iron Man
to be hard you like shorty pajamas
this little kitty didn’t pass inspection
popularity poll
the clean mind of the clean maid
the milky lotion is your lady fullness
oil of olé latin jazz
diagnosing

Pull My Daisy

pulling to the hotel the flower and her sting
many petals and the foot and the system of coordinates blurring
poster of Descartes' lattice
human poster

to the BBS

chat
room
dawn and the mandolin stops
stops the hole naked

chatter

Necessity makes the body’s renewal active. Hot water cools. The mouth in her fumbles, fishes, nets
accept the new version; it is quick and painless
flash of leg
girl

leg man
the rammer the bottom spectator using paper

all players who lead
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plastic
occupied
=^..^=
things be different for my
a lot of things differ ask
she’s been told so many
that’s two!
teenage politics of dismissal
being dismissed
turn missal page __ and sing…
place for earrings
tongue stud
her equivalent

in popularity

to Prince Albert
let him out

between tower and prince
pierced

no, no opening
inspirited

power and your mercantile imagination
art
your mercenary click-ad
what’s the difference between tower and price?
castle in the sky
pop-up
Child Roland to the Dark Tower Came
able to blow
multi exploration written in the catalog
carried out on material that’s all too familiar
faux fur
get together store, winning racket, black market
continue, continuous exhortation
be contagious
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insatiable
characteristic
outside white boundary,
color.
“I center you baby”—holiday style
darnel and tare
for the sake of plural enormous pleasure under the lintel-tacked missiles
agricultural products
the mouth learns from her academy in her agora (open space) the colonnade
arcade
confronts Epicurean hurts
picture exhibition
Mussorgsky
EL&P replaced by CD
LP gas

propane propels

=^..^=
word for word. It’s she we read in order to attach the file, vigor
invigorate
forbidden thoughts, everyone's grinding story center’s forecast, you read?
in the decreasing printed matter, in the newsletter someone puts out, voices,
permitted, take holiness before the music transmits to the reader
appropriate
under light/write noon
wonder functioning
(in the kingdom, portal, vein) eternal melody
encounter made translation’s basis
ablation
women equal minority
amount
official cult of beauty
occult work

minority whip
cat-o’-nine-tails
confederacy

dunce cap, Princess hat, cone and veil

progressive design attached to you in our Middle Ages
obtained from insideconcerning idea and phenomenon
super power, super normal phenomenon, false science
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commodity fetishism
doubt the encyclopedia and the essay which were analyzed theory
statecraft, witchcraft
model conversion

sim

contained biography
“Ode on the Death of a Favorite Cat Drowned in a Tub of Goldfishes”
from the chest, the small bird
becomes blood of the thing signs to her...
her jewel my throat
decadent cadence
designates conformity, causality, creationism
sincerity “have you accepted ____ into your heart?”
authentic cuisine, occasion
washed of this value
as the blue hell windfall, ground fruit decaying, decomposing
degree zero
you did not attach to the message’s body
affix
lost the jewel, word, state
ness
due to either tongue or screen storage
hit songs are forgiven
composer, poet,
commodity, model, chump
“who put the bomp in the bomp de bomp”
keener sounds
inlay her place of roses: casting, cutting, examining... the woman without a rose for her tower, red rose peeled, skin
cream, then sack, juices with some of the pill, and a branch of rosemary, sweeten it very well, then put a little of this
liquor,
concerning passion
foreign reference
price
a hundred years of love rises
the diagram of it
is dear
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O come let us adorn…
power thought, turning foolish price when the ultimate thing is damaged:
very thin adjective
dime
your day, time, selling price
the hole in your day, age old, your dime
no hole could be bored between head and tail
mediocrity piercing the center trains the whole
(which includes “mind”)
art of the yarn, of starting such commerce
kinbaku, on display
letters meeting mind and shaping voice
heavier than it appears in its sublimation as pure mind
point to work using the human diacritical mark, to mediocrity with originality
train the whole in things which pay wages
questioned, mind becomes mediocrity
o Taste and see
average value vis-a-vis everyday labor, method of employment
time calculates the question
and the person and the synonym of the person and the question
puts human ploys together with history’s description ･

question the rent, the synonym of House, Family
the same business system
she’s all business, doomed to be less significant
animate
the home page of the popup sky corporation pops up to the tower where a certain something’s dark
question
query
solution
provider
crew the complete book

ship

price differential
sail on that sea and inadequate (sexual description) harvest moon
Shine On, Shine On
shining comes densely between
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it will pass image magic and love
it goes
apparitional as sails, riding in a car, boat, rocket directly for whois
a first-rate community, handsome in the view of my friend’s taste, handsome as an other, a foreign country, her
Mars,
alien, familiar
all scream, completely kissed in the “mystery boat”
I should gash should I kiss you without lips
demonized silent control of the view, education, play
welcome to the control chamber
the commercial obstruction makes the artist’s soiling known
house, structural area, cord/code, building code, urban planning
=^..^=
the secret prize is the method of obtaining the show’s collection
mechanism of the soul where word play rings
colors the fan letter selling cryptographics
computer graphics and peak efficiency and legal edition control
centralization of the imagination adjusts local images to the image’s place in that spot
Love has pitched his tent in the place of excrement.
cutter’s place

swamp thing

shape, whether she or
information
steps on rhyme
the box, the package, or “which of these things releases printable color”
is no box in her
who can find my thing in me, on me, through me
“write phantasm saint special influence of mind”
intercede
mimmy divination, Index of God Love DX
stacks the decks

duplicitous

lightning strikes, energy use points approximate thinking
new toy foreign currency reference price kitty semaphore signal
draws up the artistic work

to communicate

art direction
given it, makes the structure to see this gallery,

abjuring autonomy

out, damned
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calm before the doll, the word paper
city where outside complicated declared things
Don't you think?
black, the medium
compartment outside the doll is soaked when it rains
with flow flux
border
=^..^=
following interstellar space in the frame’s grass

field

invisible no speech prays us
who are you permitted to hear?
people who like character goods like print
love to love you baby
print pictures surrounded by cute frames which are not the real you
all I have is this kowaii copy
am
her friends live for imagining the famous guitar tune
hooked on classical guitar
catgut
tongue
it’s said I is a unique personality
by whom I am who am
woman gesture

delivery

tenant of the many
Cro-Magnon communication luck
the loud woman
picture museum word definition
bribe
art as a bride of the king
no “I” in “team”
discovery passes
perplexity of the paint dropped
one-way chance
ties accident’s accent of capture

whois
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information variety equipment her sign, she’s more permanent than ______
point, remuneration,
business use prohibition results in connection
trace line to feeling
perfectionism? Correct ones are correct
it’s a cheap book house work record and subject
=^..^=
hunter X hunter
ultimatum
cat’s final point, private, developed, commemorated, facile
fan fan & shouting song
brush used on page gloss
lip chic bird

pangloss

the chick paints the fragment—my manicure
the brand product
my nail polish did this
pulling to the stage does not arrange post
mail
completeness obviates the bud—write the message
I finish her cord/code

shock

sound turns the announcement to a menu, to taste
aesthetic
how does ethics express it?
acquisition

where is it she

unless the browser corresponds to the frame, it cannot indicate this page, the cookie freezing seems to mean she’s
the kitty image Jane Eyre
personageparsonage
‘Was the clergyman in?'
imaginary things: pictures never speak or move
object

mime

reimagine to redeem
sight whose sweet vibration
is a cute thing, a picture
representations

'beautiful semblance'

pantomime
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her concerning the hole centering my bucket
There’s a Hole in My Bucket Dear Liza
not my fault, a**hole
the Company Ltd. making it difficult
she shops not knowing
likes consumption
what burns and eats her
what we shout because it’s useful
the food is dignified
the processor helps the serious cook
If there’s no food, Prague is suitable.
exhibition value
“not the slightest hole remains open for the meaning of the whole”
“lip reservation”

no lips

rearrangement
I love someone who likes dance

trance

splendid emergency, nymphs stumbling
the jazz ensemble isn’t women’s evening clothes
sugar shack, the woman
pants to the body
“the epithermal cat, the thing with eyes”
Game-like revolution perplexity
gamelan
from distinction, difference, another abbreviation
guest appearance (visual concept)
we wild cats designate collage of many large-scale collections as the feature
“chat of the extreme taste” maintain the cog of observation of the REVOLUTION machines traveling sight-seeing business and
the
kitty
here, here, kitty more real
than abstract

really reified
made thing

both furry
subjects tiptoe away from its forms

on little cat feet

in the stacks, stacking shelves, stacked
and stuck under the glass

ceiling, lens
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Magic
name the riot
not chaos
the right combination of object
mixed breed
half rag of domestic typology
word nominating comment
Being welcomed to the mutual kingdom
find for the book a popular market
interview product
food for the celebration festival “today delusion—materialization conversion—ability”
reader, buyer, audience: consumer hallucination
implicated: today you greet, you buy me
memory: snug and smug
heart

rationality erases

slovenly motherboard

hyperirrationality

card

gambling chance theory

as much form as substance, aftereffect of movement, my name, she who is written
follows my name
first-rate kitty called heart to language
consciousness: pink furniture
idealism: logical explanation of relationship
idealism: drawn, cover, convey, identify the hallucination of the spoken
idealism: not the identity of subject and object
twins
but I want another kitty
a different mimmy
the object’s not a subject
wherein wordplay
avoid

quintessence

identity: craving, life restricted
identify: spontaneous characteristic systematically name condition technical details frustration recognition
buying recommend
use a view into imagination
I who am not the thing’s article am physical, actual, see information [I do not make]
reified
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make printed matter variegated, only pages cheat signature
broken down

into chunks

entropic
I traced this, the story of kitty

the whole ball of yarn

craving not required
with the mouth’s blandishment

kitty plays:

the throat
ambient music
time to reorder
the desktop’s subject, it ends,
that ending with the park connects rubber stamp to office supply
eraser
turns, decides: us or the forest,
it’s equal to the weight of the person, fruit eaten
kitty is a fictitious outline
logograph
the corporation is drawn—silhouette –
the root of drum line 2 of
transcendental
complicated visual aids
simple being imagining in “us”
geometric semi- systematic convex surface (position superposition is the trajectory summit of uniform)
lottery
chance
fortune cookie
forecasting, sortileges
the cheer leader becomes characteristic programming
I am a maniac substitution, excessive one, I pull hypothetical inhabitants who = opposite
has the identity of default

conform to what model

“deceased”: do not speak the label

twin
bed size

continuous removal of facts warps the scientific world, their substitution with
meaning we where she has died and lives cannot say
serious conflict theory of interference kitty o
difference eye and observation kitty
informs all, powerful word list
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the differential part displays the beginning,
viewing software expresses the culture pioneer and sound explosion
all selection all cancellation

pow(er)
engaging in criminal activity as a structured group

other than books several rackets
and mouseketeering
story historical Modern road architecture
crisis of demolition
even the Olson twins are twins self-destruction of being seen
“If it's a Twin product don't even bother asking.”
question discernments
authority?
construction persists, originally existed in relation with the person and environment
the mark brings the beginning and the edge, it blooms
cannot go
start and end go to something surprised with sweet hallucination
passing through process control
the road, the art of the thread, the letter
chain, fundraising
something generalized finds her back room
method
if this is the cat, this is who
gesture and pronunciation
imitates fact that leads to classification
if the largest shop be speech—rag and bone shop, she –
speech is the twin of my vision
someone who exchanges appropriate place in lead
woman’s the twin

complement

main dancer rescue imagine dream design
facts behind the scenes in preparation
(exotic) thing, many things for the sake apparent difference, cliffhangers, page turners
sing and the revolution retreats layoff teen politics...
reading conspiracy, be gone mystery
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cover story
navigate and/or see

abide

obey, fall

our trusts
history is connected to law and gravity
news exists, word to search
object non speaker
permanent line of a certain kind editions the humiliation right
“space” for resident value
no, I don’t want to see yours
shakes from the transfer of form to letter to meaning
something you did not read and is technical
wall of sound, wall of text, sound text
commemoration

wailing

of the sound, dust and example,
that knowledge that inspects experience
principle expert knowledge
everything’s not parallel
paper intersection of download possibility
of fixed match set
agrees regarding foresight
substance agrees
optional sign of the kind
jump to the operation land the cat demonstrates she lands on her feet
afoot, something
partial immortality
second chance
(tilt) flower flyer of the sea
the lily uses the worker
design disaster
flower discovery
provides water, gift
delivery WHY to the farm
from
city of miracle classified
WHY wallpaper, screen saver

flower comes, my love
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she who places on the bell gold
bell the cat
silver bell
orisons
pray with silence
with a special bond
photograph and sketch
excellent portrait ideal
the page we have become beauty
girl game software brand home page entrance
home page direction information cannot peruse it is included depending upon the bee
question generous groans, innocence, and seriously, curriculum is sold for study
we would like to fight, challenge
the sweetheart of the garden—frog
impure, amphibious
flower divider—reality—in her who shouts
rather than having the appraisal,
spelling where flowers bloom
chance that friends screaming brought
rich in originality, insanity expresses woman
“me the desired thing”

she who is written

makes to give
surrounded, the closed system’s not the only woman of world history
the expression ties two
she leaves to the action, background, the repetition line
meaning she has known, because the rhetoric hears from her
you are surprised
her form and those questions... while trying
the fact is the word searches her mixed roles
attempt chooses the subject when another topic differs for the second time:
centralizes investigation and tests agreement
where she rides is not literal after the thing comes to the style flows

writer for new source
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subject hammered to her head
hamster
imagine she sings our songs and likes facts
therefore I take her our things and... she who is disassembled
is not connected to her work, she reads
the riot act
is read in order
forbidden thoughts
she who is perplexed
reads the bit anywhere to know the portrait of her panoramic system
craves where frivolous she reads
craving ones read things slowly, skim subjectivities,
blank entered with thought, besides it’s important
work reading the line, is the word not foolish?
“suited, quality is made”
make and collect where cultural facilities range
the template based the design tool functionality on prudent online product purchase
complete theatre
it extends by installing, inserting, part and feature,
the player’s language, robot control server stage
language manifests remoteness
network imitates the male deer of the imaginative film
projection
population mobile robot interval house fascinate city castle village pink
she my copy of her
“For customer service, press star”
movie stars

a galaxy of theatrical performers

acted as if we asked for the moon
threatened to moon a passing camera crew

=^..^=
“investigation authority” the prerequisite document of the moderate investigation
showing, or other information cause
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(it’s harsh, necessity)
investigation of propriety decides necessity’s balance
is searched vis-à-vis invasion
to play among forms, and play with forms
construction implied nothing more than the juxtaposition
reconnect with the other in oneself to achieve playful innocence
The woman, she, meant facts become warm, desired.
isn't it the tongue that makes kitty blind?
doesn’t the tongue blind?
sound

bind
reading

child cat pantomime
something loads their tongues, clean obtained
without meaning the word’s pause thought
description and guidebook, by the scholar who looks at the queen.
cat
specialty creates play
sugar syrup
representing paradoxical duplicity
a pair of locks
“loader” indicates the present definition class loader, designated class stacks loader or the country and international interface
(used for stacking the load).
The free register listed or, someone sees.
Subscribe fee to
o make and send
private messages
Set your price. Describe compiling the beginning, helping short chronology,
evidence of answering. The reception of treasure box of the jewel the principal pirate hides in tremble and trunk
she is scanty in the photograph
I the conjurer of word
push word concerning that? She space her between word me necessity space
for exploring
repressed sexuality
space to meet her, but the book opened
supplies opening interval

she is the book opening
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book of love
look of love

she’s got

photographing group we of the play execution
language scholar who acts the sentence
star * control correction

Freely with detailed research I dispose the analysis where transaction image projection printed matter manages the flow with
queue privilege
control the new uniform
fighting in order to control, circulate control
control gone in the box
publication of the artist’s technology
photograph’s woman

reality mnemonic

mystery of the mystery

view and charm. The game’s mystery overheats
what done to who(m)
exotic betting
bird acquires value, (danger) image
spirit

abrupt heterojunction

passive consumer

heteronormal

Ohio State could obtain the sky and adjust the image
focus the movie screen good for the movie, the movie tonight all night
a play’s movie consecutive image showed the extent it integrates
due to the lake surface reflects the eye

spasm

is.

It’s sold as the aura of profit investment where the film race/lace of the movie palace, the place image, her fidelity high
adeste fideles
not form—substance, stuffing
guilt leaves the impression the heart is image
controlled the surface
makes pliable this piece since reforming small pictures by love
position
value-free until drawn with incandescent language value
wedding image
no vow
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disavow reality
who buys the picture?
Her picture is for sale
logo
describes that spiritual image of those who do not possess a clear image of the world
pre-enlightenment

innocent of it

the pamphlet is her despair

It was image, bandwidth where the relationship sign
English religion scene
look at that danger of these maneuvers, describe this scene
consideration division images changed to the dictionary,
no third party
party girl
part of the first part
the play around the edge ridicule
reticule
of all open parts, craving for the product immediately

free impulse

troubled inside and external, it tempts (spreads)
write pleasantly
yell
stop! we want her incommunicado, play the game, call to me
mouth from this separated figure

speech does not move the action

many important twins reverse roles
that decision carries out this
hot lyrical poem
Destiny made movement beautiful.
noise released industrial principle
related to industrial
meets trembling simultaneously
girl engine
mouth running off motor mouth
perform the route
this old recorder of my taste (ing)
the recorder has a rich history of representation in art
with her the sound plant
her of the sisters no same type
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she-who-is-informed,
small demon of the flower utilizes it to purchase a snake
rose thou art sick
worm
new line character </p>
Arwen Evenstar
mime after phantasm, copy always-newersequel
newer than ideals
profit plan
decided the marketing group
publishing the book does not drive the market
the market is disappointed always
results where the market is suspicious of chat, thought
self-will mediates taste

“in these things opportunities”
occasions for flexibility

Can she say “when”?
doubt and warning become problems without the mouth making her herself
concerning these things
doubt and warning become
who hears the part justifying her?
a problem, small to her herself bleed, is made to insert into her mouth
in the mouth, if it is possible, the gift of beginning,
Who investigates?
for the wide smile ero-kitty is not different and writes understood, imagining correct thing
the border incident investigation
the border investigation is an incident
The Border Incident
as on late night TV
forces purpose from the mouth

connected to war fear

watch this or the DVD that ships with the
Ever wonder how voice actresses perform for dating-sims?
What, being utilized in the maximum, completes investigation?
how 0 reads
geese archive

points

hard as goals?

strip
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She imagines herself because it’s the true artist who makes herself a thing; she’s a thing anyway, but she makes things
bright shiny objects toys
poems
abstract ideas
and then she sends them out
to the world
imagine that the novel

poet’s market
she’s newly attached closed
to the hot star
a list

she rough forges badness, she’s found

found poem

While the person controls generally,
choose the stolen article, forms
chosen in despair
the woman with stirring field of one piercing
does not administer ardent oral
pierces and me
selection avoids the fact that it is sign of imagination
piercing acquisition she chooses method
allotted
this plan has taken an entire body response
from me who is not simultaneous vis-à-vis my will
allotted, know
We decided the sun would come out. Am I of this package relieved? After that, reports to me. If you move, I will.
People speak, crack under pressure. Memory under control does not help working. That sound is the messenger. We
should encode the message to guarantee reason.
concealment cipher
The cord/code ranking cord/code bubble type could acquire signs.
Read-only where the cord/code is stacked comparatively.
If match is dropped, place explodes.
twin

mouth

With the story
her not agreeing with many details
attached signature does not agree.
connect this fact to others
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projected
long kiss peace
modern set where the stage
common audience
number is used for opposite identity
identify common
what refuses the transient stage?
is negotiation stage
The new play’s the sketch.
The public entrusts deception
chosen for the sake of preparing source mobilization,
inserting technology
safe combining rearrangement
decoration
street warrior
story: The road surface burglar pulled the knife on that victim. She pulled the elephant.
plan of attack: “pulled from authorized personnel, the typical population of experiment.”
criticism where comment
heart holds the movie
line in me. The line of soldiers advanced on the line
discover the story: it’s the fake
These aspects of civilization find expression and do not receive interpretation.
raise to the line

diagram

curtain call
The foam/home team answered monopolized ones, not the opposite team/twin. The bystanders went on vacation.
They vacated. The joke on hiatus was about nothing. The show was about that.
Her casting ones obtain the result of rolling with respect to small fortune, the crew, summary of examining and
plotting, comment, argument and catch phrase, time the trailer, the poster, the photograph and show inserted
letter.
latent customers
custom
lot pulled the line
combination mark, conveyance quantity
Mark that “attention”?
“he moving that eye on her body” announces
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Did the material pull?
The substance you counter waits for the unique line of the spectroscope
longing, must
the line extends around the corner it created
with the letter 6 lines of all reams from the line
surface can utilize evidence
the fact that line is used is removed
line of inference
only lines indicate possibility
lineage, the public official channel line of communication
the book the line between sanity and insanity narrow obtaining
the line drops the assembly
arranged (to) my taste the throwing arrow withstands
those books find signs
The jury found for the defendant.
archaeological discovery
I found the number. When it’s not secure, find.
exposed dangerously
usurp
Find this thought of Plato's.
It happened to the splendid bakery
in the book where the bookstore’s interesting.
Finding the new elementary particle where the physicist believes.
The riot of young formation establishes tradition.
Look at the result to be.
I found this path tool useful as a corkscrew.
He not liking me moves me. When it is unpleasant, he finds me.
The chairman obtained the grasp of the private night secretary.
champagne’s effect: the still night of the brain “room swims”
before my eyes
evidence concerns her

she stacks data for her theory

She understood that it is he in her.
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I did not obtain trouble for intending necessarily I am good.
in the circus all feeling’s opportunity connects the circus of lies
library books answer directly
I the book helped her discovery.
She recovered her self-control. She found her voice, (modulation) determining the control chamber.
automaton mode
customer automation
an atmosphere of thanking/apologizing
the article does not rely on us parts to reach, to gather
letters he follows to the indication in the letter
“letter of law”
Rather than making it helpful, don’t change it.
finish work in me
prevent accident
you cannot help “you look at the sad spectacle”
contribute
this money

me in himis useful

helped the development of reading and writing ability
developing country
she developed
helped herself, “she in supply helped her” two classes,
dominant, a cohesion

lack of light breaking free

“class there where
classification”
how it classifies the fragments
it possesses many classes of time
petty class origins or musicians
artists
=^..^=
hello monopoly
unlike duality
abolishes art
basket weaving

knitting

china painting for the silent auction
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China's gayest art had dy'd
spectatorship
baseball

site

comprehensive education system, the official sight of the private
university examination preparatory school
infant education
adult baptism
to be able to point to the sandwich
learning
served responding to age and ability
it chooses from the summary
the future
played into her plans
paw

swat

she with hands only, no humming like Thelonius, no buzz
angry bee music
is that problem altogether another carol?
this new music bitterly
interviewed internalization, reductio ad absurdum
member differs, to be deep difference
heart
Twins assist answering
one more (or difference) being problem,
the difference differs from ones you did not know.
Answer for your behavior. A three-word answer corresponds.
Match: I the dog found you answer to the description.
The suspect answers to it.
Answer my question. No direct relationship, just
[something omitted]
a bad query
You expected a private answer to your letter?
“Investigation authority” completed the prerequisite document

stadia
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investigation gift where Showing, or other information cause (harsh, necessity),
investigation of propriety
decides to search balance vis-a-vis invasion.
the artist (so - or) operates our friend which makes the child of art a match
fact of noise, the robot of English

twin

set

the picture of the sound doesn’t make those it does not show
with her, she in question of her opposite person
twin

match

mate

In the joke of the puppy wins the discussion, retorting, in spite of, answers even in her herself, answered to the
necessity of helping victim, “[ ].”
intrusive thoughts or urges

touch

excessive religious or moral doubt

count

forbidden thoughts ordering/arranging
pray
emphasize differences among women
This gives a new salience to envy which, we might say, is an affective interpretation of difference.
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The Passion of Phineas Gage & Selected Poems (Jesse Glass)

0-9732233-8-3

Secret, but Kept it Room explores the development and stasis over time of self as image—at once real and artificial,
subjective and perspectival, engaged in the physical world and torn from it, a self often disappearing into non-self. Mike
Gubser treats the art of poetry as, in some sense, the art of experiment and problem-solving by placing the notion of self in
various contexts—romance, depression, friendship, travel, memory, isolation—and poetic forms—visual, musical, lyrical
modernist, numeric—to see how it reacts.

Other titles available from Ahadada

_______________________________________
Secret, but Kept it Room (Mike Gubser)
9732233-7-5

0-

The Passion of Phineas Gage & Selected Poems presents the best of Glass’ experimental writing in a single volume. Glass’
ground-breaking work has been hailed by poets as diverse as Jerome Rothenberg, William Bronk and Jim Daniels for its
insight into human nature and its exploration of forms. Glass uses the tools of postmodernism: collaging, fragmentation,
and Oulipo-like processes along with a keen understanding of poetic forms and traditions that stretches back to Beowulf
and beyond. Moreover, Glass finds his subject matter in larger than life figures like Phineas Gage—the man whose life was
changed in an instant when an iron bar was sent rocketing through his brain in a freak accident—as well as in ants
processing up a wall in time to harpsichord music in order to steal salt crystals from the inner lip of a cowrie shell. The range
and ambition of his work sets it apart. The product of over 30 years of engagement with the avant-garde, Passion of Phineas
Gage & Selected Poems is the work of a mature poet who continues to reinvent himself with every text he produces.

_______________________________________
At That (Skip Fox)
9732233-6-7

0-

Skip Fox, with the concern of an entomologist, presents passages sprawling and pinned in a shadow box of observations
and odd lots. Framed under double glass, the mounting board of At That writhes with a cast of freaks: Ezekiel in the streets,
a kitty bomb squad, sadists on steroids, the shadow of Cadmus, kingfishers, omen clad apertures of evening with cicada
wings, heart attacks of clouds rolling in off the Gulf, a city mouse, spastic proctologists, and so forth, all projecting their
“goods” in spate: smatterings, obsolete creeds, mordacious stumps, “furious opinions, exaggerations, fabrications,” neoprophetic stylings, verbal molestations, elegiac mumblings, the silence above a shallow grave, etc.

_______________________________________
Ahadada Reader (Alan Halsey, John Byrum, Geraldine Monk)

0-9732233-3-2

Combines the lively, challenging work of three experimental poets, Alan Halsey, John Byrum, and Geraldine Monk. Halsey’s group of
poems resurrects past versions of English, turning with peculiar spellings and striking frictions of their grammar. Byrum’s work, entitled
"Approximations," is a shifting visual text work mainly utilizing the text block, pointing to the form of a word as art itself. The final
selection of Monk’s work rounds out the book with her varying forms and sharply constructed lines.

Ahadada Books is a small press first begun in 1999, publishing titles both online and in print. The aim of the
press is to present new writers and literature that, to paraphrase Francis Picabia, speak with you, envelope
everything, and belong to every religion. We present broadsides, limited-run chapbooks, and perfect bound
books of diverse literary forms.
Online publishing is an integral component of the Ahadada Books project: to get important voices heard. The
World Wide Web facilitates this endeavour, allowing a potential audience of millions to access our site and read
authors that they might never find in their local bookstores.
HTTP://WWW.AHADADABOOKS.COM/
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